مسد علم کے کاپیلا لئے مشری موسی وزیر مسجد میں ہے
قادیان کے خواتین کی قبر ایجی
پہلی کامیاب ہی قابل ذریعہ ہے

صلحیت میں جماعت کی قبضہ
ہماری مولانا جماعت کی انسانیت
احراری شرفات
(Name of the Secretary to the Governing Body)

M.M.T.S. Dafar in Madras

Pier Bombay 10.

(Description of the letter)

The text contains a message from the Secretary to the Governing Body, M.M.T.S. Dafar in Madras, regarding a matter at Pier Bombay 10.

The message appears to be a formal communication, likely related to administrative or business matters.

The text is in Urdu, and the content is not easily translatable due to the nature of the document and the style of the handwriting.

The document is from the Khilafat Library Rabwah, indicating it may be a historical or archival piece.

The layout of the document is vertically aligned, with columns on both sides, typical of historical newspapers or official communications from that era.

The paper quality and condition suggest it is an aged document, possibly dating back to the early 20th century.